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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 09/26/2011

PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION MAY REQUIRE
IMMEDIATE OR PROFESSIONAL CARE

Synopsis: Request to open an investigation and set a lead to
Sacramento concerning a death threat to US Senator Barbara Boxer.

Administrative: Reference telcals and emails between A/SSA-AmLLrListrative: Rererence
|
Los Angeles, and SA

[

9/26/2011, telcals between a/ssai~~
Fairfield RA, on 9/27/2011, telcals

on 9/26-9/27/2011.

J and
Sacramento,
SA |

between A/SSA

on
]

and TFO

Details: On September 26, 2011, Los Angeles received a facsimile
from | l the Office of United States
Senator Barbara Boxer concerning a death threat to the Senator.
The facsimile included a printout of the email containing themthreats—Tfo ir!lr-ee-Bta-i/tv=>d j n format -i on/that the sender was

I—g'ne email vcontainea a message
sefrt 55n September 26, 2011, along with two previous messages.
The message on September 26, 2011 read, "I will fucken kill you
barbara boxer meaning

|
| meaning

fucking with me .

"

]
if you keep

[

Los Angeles contacted Capitol Police Officer
[

telephone number
[

Officer Jtated that
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To: Sacramento From: Los Angeles
Re: 89A-LA-258666, 09/26/2011

based upon previous investigations , they had the Subject
identified as I I date of birth I I

social security number I \ In 2008,
| |

was
interviewed by the United States Secret Service ( "USSS"

)

concerning threats to Hillary Clinton. I 1 resided at I 1

I I at that time. I ladmitted
to making the threats, but stated that he never intended to act
on them. I I stated that he was I l and was taking

I I Officer l | stated that Capitol Police Office/FBI
Task Force Officer ("TFO" ) I 1 telephone number]

|

| |
would be the point of contact for any further

investigation

.

A search of NCIC revealed thatl Ihadl I

A search of I IDMV showed that
1 mngf rgpgnt- a^HrAgg may be

|

A search ACS revealed! l and his email address
indexed in I 1.

1 Twas also indexed ini I

Iwhere nis address was
| |

Los Angeles contacted FBI Sacramento SA
|

and provided the above information. Sacramento was requested to
locate and interview!

I
concerning the death threat to US

Senator Barbara Boxer7
! Sacramento was also requested to utilize

a local police department to determine if
|

|fit the
criteria for a | I

Los Angeles contacted TFO
status of the FBI's investigation.

and advised her of the
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On September 27, 2011, FBI Sacramento reported that

(

was now residing in the territory of the Fairfield RA. FBI
Sacramento SA

| [
reported that he had located and

interviewed^ Jadmitted to sending the email.
stated that he had no intentions to carry out the threat|
explained his. mental health issue, and the fact he was not taking
his medication. It was determined thatl Idid not fit the
criteria for a I"

him to
|

i sa r ~| began working with

3
for
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To: Sacramento From: Los Angeles
Re: 89A-LA-258666 , 09/26/2011

Los Angeles contacted TFO| | and updated her of the
status of the FBI's investigation.

Los Angeles contacted the
Office of United States Senator Barbara Boxer, and advised him of
the status of the FBI's investigation.

Descriptive Data:
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To: Sacramento From: Los Angeles
Re: 89A-LA-258666 , 09/26/2011

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Action)

SACRAMENTO

AT FAIRFIELD RA

Locate and interview
threat to US Senator Barbara Boxer,
local police department be utilized to determine if[

the criteria for

|

concerning the death
It is also requested that a

’ jiits

PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION MAY REQUIRE
IMMEDIATE OR PROFESSIONAL CARE
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